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Gennany's economy
is becoming
a 'casino socfety'
by William Engdahl

On Nov. 2 9, 1989, not yet three weeks following the collapse of the Berlin Wall
dividing communist East Germany from the West, Deutsche Bank head Alfred
Herrhausen, the most trusted economic counsellor and friend of West German
Chancellor Helmut Kohl, was blown to pieces in a thoroughly professional assassi
nation outside his Frankfurt home. The killing was no terrorist attack.
Rather, it signalled the escalation of an all-out itregular warfare campaign by
powerful western forces determined to prevent a unified Germany from becoming
the engine of industrial transformation of Poland, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia,
and ultimately, the Soviet Union. It is a matter of public record that France's
President Franc;ois Mitterrand was horrified at the prospect of Germany becoming
a dominant economic power as the vast new potentials unfolded in eastern Europe
in the wake of the end of the Cold War. It is also

• matter of public record that

President George Bush's comment upon hearing of �e collapse of the Berlin Wall,
was the cynical retort, "I'm not going to dance on tqe Wall."
But no reaction to the events of November 1989 was comparable to that of
leading City of London policy circles around the government of Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher. Within days of the opening of East Germany, British media
close to Thatcher's Tory Party, including Rupert Mu�doch's London Times and the
Hollinger Corp. 's London Sunday Telegraph and SJ1f!ctator magazine, launched a
full-scale propaganda and psychological warfare attack on Kohl's efforts to secure
German unity. Thatcher met with Mikhail Gorbachov in a vain effort to persuade
the Soviet leader to block German unity. She met numerous times with Mitterrand,
an otherwise bitter opponent on most European issues, to encourage him to pres
sure Germany.
British media, and even a senior Thatcher cabinet member, Nicholas Ridley,
made open comparisons of a unified Germany with a "Fourth Reich," with Ridley
suggesting that Kohl was worse even than Hitler.
Few fully grasped the vehemence of Thatcher and the British establishment in
their determination to sabotage German economic s\lccess in the East after 1989.
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German mayors
demonstrate in the state
of Hesse, in October

1993, against federal
budget cuts. The
German model of
industrial banking has
become almost
unrecognizable, as
British free market
austerity takes its place.
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